[Electrophysiologic study of trace changes in the excitability of the rat spinal cord].
In white rats, retention of the amplitude asymmetry of the monosynaptic reflex responses (MSRR) in the ventral roots of the spinal lumbosacral segments due to removal of half of the cerebellum, was studied. The MSRR asymmetry remained after the consequent spinal cord section at the thoracic level if it had existed over 20 min (fixation period) before this section. When tested with electric stimuli applied to the nerves of muscles-antagonists, the stable MSRR asymmetry could be unidirectional or reciprocal. Prolonged unilateral stimulation of the muscle nerve central end in the spinal rat with stimuli of different frequency and intensity evoked no MSRR amplitude asymmetry during subsequent bilateral testing of the same nerves. But in decerebrated rats the MSRR asymmetry has frequently appeared after such stimulation. Asymmetry of the reticular descending influence is supposed to play a major role in the trace stable changes of excitability of the spinal cord neuronal substrate as well as different capacities of different neurons (or their elements) for fixation and retention of such changes.